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Clubs;get involved
Interested in out of curriculum
activities? Read this article to see if
any interest you.
By Dylan Cook
If you greatly enjoy boring, dull and
unvaried clubs, DHSB is NOT the
place for you. There are so many
enjoyable clubs in the school, it
would be silly to say that you can't
find a club for you.

If after school clubs aren't for you,
why not try a compelling lunchtime
club such as creative writing, chess
or Latin?

The DHSB school rugby team
There are also many sports clubs
some may seem bizarre- such as
ultimate frisbee-but I assure you,
they are all very entertaining. There
are- of course, normal sports clubs
like rugby and football, and
sometimes there will be
out-of-school tournaments to
enjoy the sport even more.

Just in case you have other
hobbies, there is a gym with all the
equipment for a great workout,
and a whole building devoted to
music and instruments if you are
interested in playing music.

The DHSB code club, that takes place in the learning commons

ScrumptiousSnacks
Refuel - get refreshed
By Hazim Alsofyani

Tired of sloppy school dinners? Disgusted by mushy peas? Hating your Primary Schools
options? Don?t you wish your food was just as good as the food in high-quality
restaurants? Well, I have the right thing for you! Introducing ReFuel, the best school
refectory in the whole of Plymouth!
As a Year 7, you have access to 2 ReFuels. ReFuel 1 is a large refectory with
decorative graffiti in a vibrant blue. The food at break ranges from warm chicken wraps
to mouth-watering sausage rolls whereas the food at lunch is everything from freshly
cooked pizza to the specially made special that changes every day, so there is little
chance you would eat the same special in the same week!

ReFuel 2 is much smaller but its size doesn?t affect the quality of the food. Baguettes,
jacket potatoes and quick bites like Oreos are the foods you will find here. The queues
are much shorter here during breaks, but be warned both ReFuels are very crowded.

However, there?s one food that stands out from the rest as the school favourite: fish
and chips! They are served every Friday at ReFuel 1 lunch-time and it is a very long wait.
If you are lucky, you should be waiting in the queue for 10 minutes minimum but the
long wait for this meal is excruciatingly painful.
The payment system is really quick and easy, and it?s completely cashless! Money is
added to your account online and you pay by your own fingerprint! It?s that easy!

Arethe
transitions
reallythat
bad?
The transition, you may think, is the hardest
part of moving to secondary school. Losing
your friends, losing your confidence, losing
everything. Let me correct you there. The
transition is NOT the hardest part of moving to
secondary school. Even making friends isn?t
hard. If you think about it, the transition isn?t
hard at all. Let me introduce myself; I?m Matt. I
am a student at DHSB and it?s the best
experience you?ll ever have!

Moving to DHSB is nice and easy; the teachers
make you feel at home straight away! And it is
easy to make friends too; don?t forget,
everyone in your form is in the same boat so
don?t be scared to speak to anybody!

Socialising with other people is good for later
on so then you have friends later on you can
rely on to help you. Having friendships early on
can help with your future success in your
career(s).

Another thing you must know is that the
teachers don?t like people to not be who they
are. To put it bluntly, just be yourself! Teachers
like to figure out your personality so then later
on in your schooling career, they know what to
expect from you so make a good impression!

I hoped I helped your case and helped calm
your nerves about moving to secondary school!
If I haven?t then please contact me at my email
19ebuenom@dhsb.org. Thank you for reading
this article and I hope you?ll be back to read the
next one!

HowEco-friendlyisDHSB?
A summary on how Eco- friendly
DHSB really is
By TOM JANE
Over the next few years, the school is
striving to become a green flag
eco-school. The eco-school
programme is about becoming more
eco-friendly and having a say about
environmental issues.

A handful of other students across
the school and I are
?Eco-ambassadors? which means we
currently have the say in how we are
to improve our eco-friendliness. At
the moment we are in the
environmental review stage of the
process where we look at how we do
things currently and how we could
improve our practices. After we do
this we will decide which area we can
improve (marine, biodiversity, energy,
litter, global citizenship, healthy living,
school grounds, transport, waste and
water) then we will recruit more
people to help spread the word on
how we are going to improve.

In the coming years, the school is
going to act upon the choices we
have made and roll out the solutions
for the issues raised and fine-tune
how the school runs.

So, How eco-friendly actually is DHSB?

Well, it seems that we are doing
enough at the moment but we must
keep going to reach the standard we
have been set which is within reach
for DHSB.

Mr Head-Noone
withasteadier hand
1. How enjoyable is it for you to teach art?
Immensely. I always say if possible I would do
it for free. I hope in the near future to be able
to deliver
more digital art such as Adobe Photoshop and
a course including making art for the gaming
industry. I enjoy traditional techniques but
would like to give students options to mix
these with more contemporary ways of making
images.

2. If you could teach a subject other than art
what would it be and why?
Biology. Most of my friends when they find out
I'm a teacher presume I'm a biology teacher.
My love of sharks has to come from
somewhere!

3. Why did you decide to teach at DHSB?
Simple, my home city where family and friends
reside.

4. How long have you been working at DHSB?
14 years.... I think.

5. How welcoming were the staff when you first
came to teach at DHSB?
Haha can't comment. No they were great,
particularly Mr Orkney who was Head of
Expressive Arts back then. Mrs Burdon and
Mrs Flack.

6. How do you cope with misbehaving
students?
I use the behaviour policy, rewards and
sanctions as fairly and consistently as possible.
We have a great school with superb students,
just a polite nudge in the right direction seems
to work well.

" I use th e
beh av i our pol i cy,
rew ards and
sancti ons as
f ai rl y and
consi stentl y as
possi bl e."

An advice text to help you with
organization in DHSB

organizationat DHSB

By MATTHEW BUENO

Why am I getting told off so
many times?
Organisation at DHSB is
different from primary schools;
firstly they don?t keep all of your
books at school. You are
expected to take your books
home and do your work in them
for homework. If you don?t have
your books, this is called being
unorganised. When you are
unorganised, you don?t perform
to your personal standard of
academics. You will get loggings
and then your parents will find
out about your results. In
secondary school, you need to
be organised so then later on in
life, you will be unsuccessful.

I am always the last one to
turn up in my class. Why is
this?
Timing in secondary school is
everything; if you are late for a
lesson, you will be given a level
one. Tutor time is one of the
most important times of the
day; it helps you catch up on
new school news and allows you
to socialise with your friends
and you form tutor. You need to
be in the form room by 8:50 AM.
Tutor time ends at 9:10 AM and
then that is when you go to your
next lesson. You have 2 lessons
before break time, which starts
at 11:10 AM and ends at 11:35
AM. You then have another 2
lessons before lunchtime.

Lunchtime starts at 1:35 PM and
ends at 2:20 PM. Then, before
the end of the day, you one last
lesson. At the end of that lesson,
you should be dismissed at 3:20
PM. You are then required to exit
through the main gate or the
back gate and then you must go
home.

I am always getting lost.
What do I do?

locker can help you sustain a
good track record of your PE kit
faults. If you put your PE in
your locker at the beginning of
the week, then you are sure
that you will never receive a

I am always receiving
loggings in class. What am I
doing wrong?
single kit fault.

There is a very basic room

Making good first impressions

system at DHSB which can help

with teachers is everything.

substantially so you can

From the first time they meet

guarantee that you will never get

you in year 7 until when you

lost. Sometimes you will get lost

leave in year 11 (hopefully year

and you don?t know where you

13). That first 1 hour you spend

are and which direction is which.

with them can change how

That is fine as long as you ask for

they see you from their

help. The older kids and the

perspective. Adding onto this

teachers are really supportive

point, if you are caught running

and will help you anytime. If you

around the school, you will be

are still lost, head roughly to the

logged.

east side of the school and look
for a sign that says reception.
They will point you in the right
direction as to where you need
to go. Also, if you contact Miss
Weaver, she will give you a
school map and that should help
you get around the school site.

I am always getting kit
faults. How do I stop
Physical Education is a big
subject at DHSB; we take our
sport very seriously! Getting a

Social stuff andhowtosurvive
If you think making friends, older years and teachers are daunting, don't worry, its
not as hard as you think.
By Dylan Cook
Social Stuff
If you find yourself lost in the huge amount of people and the sheer size of
the people, don't worry, it's not as hard as you may think. If you follow our
advice, you may find it isn't as bad as you think.
Making friends; although seeming daunting at first, isn't as much of a scary
task as you think. First of all, it would probably be a good idea to talk to
people that you either see regularly or are in your form, as you may know
more about them, with you seeing them regularly. Also, if you find a group
of people with many common interests, it would be the best idea to speak
to them.
Quite urgent piece of advice; try to ignore the older students. Although
some may seem nice, you will get pushed down the stairs by them, shoved
through the corridors by them, get trampled in the refuel line and many
other unpleasant things. Although it's hard to avoid them, sometimes it's
worth a try!
Teachers; even though almost all of them are pleasant to be in a lesson
with, you should still follow the basic rules for them. ALWAYS doing the
homework, maintaining good uniform in their class, and doing the
classwork to your best extent are all things that you should try to do to
make the school days more pleasurable.

Inter view with Dan OG
What ar e your exper iences with the clubs that the
school offer s?
I have tr ied out many, for example football and chess
and they all have been ver y fun and enter taining.
How would you want to change the School
unifor m?
Possibly, changing the ties for something else, as
they sometimes are obstr uctive, like after P.E.
What meal do you enjoy the most fr om ReFuel?
The Joes Chicken wr aps, as it is quite cheap and can
war m you up.
What is your most enjoyable lesson?
I like R.S, as it goes into moder n day life, with
cur rent events
Do you think school life is differ ent, attending an
all boys school?
I would say yes, life is different as having only boys
affects many lessons and other things.

What meal do you enjoy the most fr om ReFuel?
The Joes Chicken wr aps, as it is quite cheap and can
war m you up.
What is your most enjoyable lesson?
I like R.S, as it goes into moder n day life, with
cur rent events
Do you think school life is differ ent, attending an
all boys school?
I would say yes, life is different as having only boys
affects many lessons and other things.
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